Lewis Central 9th boys 57, Denison 43
Denison falls to 1-9 this season, 0-7 vs. Hawkeye 10 teams
LC
Denison

16, 13, 16, 12 = 57
12, 10, 13, 8 = 43

2 point field goals:
3 point field goals:
Free throws:
Team fouls:
D-S points:

LC 17, Denison 14
LC 5, Denison 2
Denison 9-19 (47.4%), LC 8-17 (47.1%)
Denison 15, LC 18

Kole Towne
15
Dominik Garcia
13
Anthony Arambula
5
Austin Aviles
4
Jaxson Henningsen
4
Miguel Martinez Cid
2

(1) 3 pointer

(1) 3 pointer

Comments by Coach Eller: “Lewis Central had 2 good players who combined for 37 points.
They were tough to defend as they could attack off the dribble, hit pull up jumpers and shoot the
3. Hopefully our guys realized how tough you can be to defend if you can do all of those things
and they will continue to work on ball handling, pull up jumpers and their outside shot. Then LC
combined that with some role players who could hit perimeter jumpers, finish 1 on 1 post ups or
others who crashed the offensive boards. We gave up too many 2nd chance points again.
Offensively, we continue to struggle with turnovers. LC mixed their defenses and presses and
we struggled with the different looks. When we were aggressive by reversing the basketball and
attacking the basket, good things happened. When we were passive and dribbled the ball
without getting anywhere or passed the ball around the perimeter without a ball reversal, we
turned it over regularly. We missed players wide open under the rim and we missed players
with good post up advantages inside because we didn't see the court well yet when they were
pressuring us on the perimeter. We need to remember the positives that happened when we did
reverse the basketball and attack the defense and do that the next time a team plays
aggressively on the perimeter against us”.

